Roitman Joins COMPASS

*Meridian, ID* – The Community Planning Association of Southwest Idaho (COMPASS) is pleased to announce that Alexa Roitman has joined COMPASS as an Assistant Planner. Ms. Roitman will serve as part of COMPASS’ Planning Team, supporting the update and implementation of the region’s long-range transportation plan, *Communities in Motion*.

Roitman holds a BA in Urban Studies from Boise State University. As a student, she interned with Idaho Smart Growth and helped facilitate education for pedestrian, bicycle, and car safety through the Road Rights campaign. Immediately prior to her position with COMPASS, Roitman worked at the City of Boise’s Office of Community Engagement.

COMPASS is the forum for regional collaboration in southwest Idaho that helps maintain a healthy and economically vibrant region, offering people choices in how and where they live, work, play, and travel. Among other programs, COMPASS conducts regional transportation planning and budgets federal transportation funding for Ada and Canyon Counties.